For Immediate Release

EU Digital COVID Certificate: Euroconsumers presents travelling
scenarios for this summer to help understand the complexity of the
new rules
Brussels, 30 June 2021 – On July 1st the EU Digital COVID Certificate is officially launched.
Thanks to this initiative EU residents will be able to travel again throughout Europe this
summer. However Member States have retained the right to decide on specific aspects of
the Certificate rules, resulting in a confusing patchwork that makes it still very complicated
for many EU citizens to travel. If anything we need more Europe to ensure safe and free
travelling.
Euroconsumers has created 3 visuals representing 3 typical travel scenarios that outline
the hurdles and complexities some travellers will be faced with as they take their summer
vacation:
● Are one dose or two doses of vaccination needed to be allowed into my country of
destination?
● Do my children need to get tested?
● How much of my holiday budget do I need to reserve to cover the prices of the
COVID tests I’ll have to take?
● Are tests valid for 48h or 72h?
● Are antigen tests allowed or not?
Scenario 1: 70-year-old fully vaccinated man flies from Spain to Portugal. His proof of full
vaccination grants him the automatic right to the Certificate. He travels without any hassle.
Scenario 2: A family with parents in their 30ies, both half vaccinated, have 3 kids -12 years
old, 8 years old and 2 years old. They plan to drive from Belgium to Spain via France. The
rules regarding the testing of children differ in each country.
Scenario 3: Two 20-year-old women plan to travel from Portugal to Spain and Italy. They
are both half vaccinated. While some countries allow access with incomplete vaccination,
others require COVID testing.
Please find here the scenario visuals.

Els Bruggeman, head Policy and Enforcement at Euroconsumers said: “We welcome the
impressive effort made by EU institutions to facilitate travelling this summer. However, due to
national governments’ reluctance to fully harmonise the EU digital COVID Certificate rules, it
will still be very complicated for many EU citizens. Moreover, the often costly tests required
for the not fully vaccinated will lead to a significant increase of their travel budget. If anything
we need more Europe to ensure safe and real free travelling. We continue calling on all
Member States to align, coordinate and make it work for all EU citizens.”
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